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The discipline concerned with what is morally good and bad, right and
wrong – Encyclopedia Britannica



Ethics is a normative practical philosophical discipline of how one should
act towards others
◦ Nicolas Cointe, Gregory Bonnet, and Olivier Boissier. “Ethical judgment of agents’
behaviors in multi-agent systems” In AAMAS, pages 1106–1114, 2016



3 general subject areas: metaethics, normative ethics, and applied ethics



Ethical dilemmas refer to situations in which any available choice leads to
infringing some accepted ethical principle and yet a decision has to be
made
◦ Keith Kirkpatrick. The moral challenges of driverless cars. Commun. ACM, 58(8):19–20,
2015



There is no universal agreement on which ethical theory or approach is the
best
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Utilitarianism (Consequential ethics)
◦

Decide whose utility matters and the relative
weights of each person’s needs and desires

◦

Expected future rewards and payoffs

◦

Concerns only with outcomes rather than with
methods or intentions

Deontology: Ethics by Rules
◦

Application of axiomatic systems

◦

Exception handling

◦

Situation understanding and Prioritizing the
principle

Virtue Ethics
◦

Social context for moral action

◦

Individual actions and problems are evaluated in
terms of how they ﬁt into the arc of a person’s life
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Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence at Cambridge (LCFI)



One Hundred Year Study of AI (AI100)



OpenAI



The Machine Intelligence Research Institute (MIRI)



Partnership on AI (PAI) – 70+ Partners, 10 Countries, More than 50% are non-profits



AI Austin



IEEE’s Standard Association Global Initiative for Ethical Consideration in the Design
of Autonomous Systems



The Engineering and Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) – Principles of
Robotics



Campaign to Stop Killer Robots



Data & Society (2018.10) - Governing Artificial Intelligence: Upholding Human Rights
& Dignity
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Projects Funded by Non-Profit Organizations



AI grant awarded by the Future of Life Institute (FLI)
◦



Asilomar AI Principles (Jan 2017)

Codes of Ethics in Context (Paul Boddington 2017)
◦

◦

◦

Epistemic Strategies: Precision and the Reduction of Uncertainty


AI Impacts project by Katja Grace



Share and publish research results online

Technological Strategies to Ensure Safe and Beneficial AI


Verification and validation



Align AI with human values



Ultimate human control of AI

Moral Strategies in the Pursuit of Beneficial AI


AI presents no new ethical problems



Moral threats of AI may be balanced against benefits  AI might help us to make moral decisions better
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Who gets to define those ethics, and who should
enforce them?
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Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI)



International Joint Conferences on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI)



European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI)



AAAI/ACM Conference on AI, Ethics, and Society (AIES)



International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent

Systems (AAMAS)


Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS) – Aligned AI (2017),
Workshop on Ethical, Social and Governance Issues in AI (2018)
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2019 Call for Papers
• Building ethically reliable AI systems
• Value alignment and AI safety
• Moral machine decision making
• Trust and explanations in AI systems
• Fairness and transparency in AI systems
• Ethical design and development of AI systems
• AI for social good
• Human-level AI
• Meaningful human control of AI
• Impact of AI on workforce
• AI and law
• AI and surveillance/manipulation of people
• Cultural, political, and other societal impacts of
AI
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The AI Now Institute at New York University is an interdisciplinary research
center dedicated to understanding the social implications of artificial
intelligence.
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What ethical principles should AI researchers follow?



Are there restrictions on the ethical use of AI?



What is the best way to design AI that aligns with human values?



Is it possible or desirable to build moral principles into AI systems?



When AI systems cause benefits or harm, who is morally responsible?



Are AI systems themselves potential objects of moral concern?



What moral framework and value system is best used to assess the impact of AI?
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Deep Learning will be paving the way for AI in ethical decision making?
Designing an AI agent that makes socially optimal choices?
How can we draw on the latest theories in cognitive science to design AI
with the capacity to learn moral values from limited interactions with
humans and make decisions with explicable processes?
Cognitive Science and Cognitive Psychology

◦ humans learn to make ethical decisions by acquiring abstract moral principles through
observation and interaction with other humans in their environment (KleimanWeiner,
Saxe, and Tenenbaum, 2017)
 ethical decision as utility maximizing choice over a set of outcomes whose values are
computed from weights people place on abstract moral concepts such as “kin” or
“reciprocal relationship.”
 given the dynamics of individuals and their memberships in a group, the framework
explains how an individual’s moral preferences, and the actions resulting from them, lead
to a development of the group’s shared moral principles (i.e. group norms)

◦ formalized the idea of analyzing moral dilemma using utility function that computes
various trade-offs in the dilemma (Mikhail, 2007, 2011)
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The emotional dog and its rational tail: A social
intuitionist approach to moral judgment
The Social Intuitionist Model
◦ Moral judgment is caused by quick moral intuitions, and is
followed (when needed) by slow, ex-post facto moral
reasoning
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Truth-Teller and SIROCCO (1995 & 1999, Bruce M. McLaren @ CMU) by Case-Based Reasoning



The Dax Cowart program - an interactive, multimedia program designed to explore the practical ethics issue of
a person’s right to die (1996, Cavalier and Covey)



The Ethos System (1998, Searing)
◦

The program decomposes moral decision making into three major steps: (1) framing the problem, (2) outlining the alternatives,
and (3) evaluating those alternatives



Implicit vs. Explicit (Moor, J. H. 2006. The Nature, Importance, and Difficulty of Machine Ethics. IEEE Intelligent
Systems 21(4): 18–21. )



Bruce M. Mclaren. Computational models of ethical reasoning: Challenges, initial steps, and future directions.
IEEE Intell. Syst., 21(4):29–37, 2006



Moral Machines (2007, Michael Anderson and Susan Leigh Anderson, AI Magazine)
◦

The ultimate goal of machine ethics is to create a machine that itself follows an ideal ethical principle or set of principles



Moral Machines: Teaching Robots Right from Wrong (2008, Wallach and Allen) Oxford University Press



The Ethics of AI (2011, Nick Bostrom and Eliezer Yudkowsky)



Mark Riedl and Brent Harrison. 2016. Using Stories to Teach Human Values to Artificial Agents. In Proceedings
of the 2nd International Workshop on AI, Ethics and Society
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Exploring ethical dilemmas
◦



Individual ethical decision framework
◦



Generalizable decision-making mechanisms enabling individual agents to judge the ethics of its own
actions and the actions of other agents under given context

Collective ethical decision framework
◦



Technical systems enabling the AI research community to understand human preferences on various
ethical dilemmas

Generalizable decision-making mechanisms enabling multiple agents to reach a collective decision on the
course of action that is ethical

Ethics in Human-AI interactions
◦

Frameworks that incorporate ethical considerations into agents which are designed to influence human
behaviours

Building Ethics into Artificial Intelligence (2018, IJCAI)
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GenEth ethical dilemma analyzer (2014) – Anderson and
Anderson
◦ Proposed a set of representation schemas for framing the
discussions on AI ethics
 Features, Duties, Actions, Cases, Principles

◦ Provides a graphical user interface for discussing ethical dilemmas
in a given scenario, and applies inductive logic programming to
infer principles of ethical actions


Moral Machine project by MIT

◦ Allows participants to judge various ethical dilemmas facing AVs
which have malfunctioned, and select which outcomes they
prefer
◦ Self-reported preferences often do not align well with actual
behaviors
19

Providing a platform for 1) building a crowd-sourced
picture of human opinion on how machines should
make decisions when faced with moral dilemmas, and 2)
crowd-sourcing assembly and discussion of potential
scenarios of moral consequence

http://moralmachine.mit.edu/
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Gather 40 million decisions from 3
million people in 200
countries/territories



In addition to the respondents’
decisions, data about their
response duration (in seconds) to
each scenario and their
approximate geo-location is also
collected. This allows us to infer
the country or region of access



Decisions are analyzed according
to different considerations
including: 1) saving more lives, 2)
protecting passengers, 3)
upholding the law, 4) avoiding
intervention, 5) gender preference,
6) species preference, 7) age
preference, and 8) social value
preference

Jean-François Bonnefon (CNRS, Univ. of Toulouse), Azim Shariff (Univ. of Oregon), Iyad Rahwan (MIT Media Lab)






6 online surveys (n = 1928 total participants) between June and November 2015
In study one (n = 182 participants), 76% of participants thought that it would be
more moral for AVs to sacrifice one passenger rather than kill 10 pedestrians
how likely they would be to buy an AV programmed to minimize casualties?
likelihood of buying an AV was low even for the self-protective option (median = 50)
it appears that people praise utilitarian, self-sacrificing AVs and welcome them on
the road, without actually wanting to buy one for themselves.
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Flexible incorporation of norms into AI to enable ethical user and prevent unethical use is useful since
ethical bounds can be contextual and difficult to define as design time
◦ Review mechanisms to prevent abuse



Moral decision-making by humans not only involves utilitarian considerations, but also moral rules
(2008)

◦ [Dehghani et al, 2008, USC] - An integrated reasoning approach to moral decision-making. In AAAI,
pages 1280–1286, 2008
◦ MoralDM - enables an agent to resolve ethical dilemmas by leveraging on two mechanisms
 First-principles reasoning (well-established ethical rules) / Analogical reasoning

◦ MoralDM is extended with structure mapping which trims the search space (2015)


[Cointe et al, 2016, Institut Henri Fayol] based on Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent mental model
(Rao and Georgeff, 1995)
◦ A framework that enables agents to make judgements on the ethics of its own and other agents’
actions

◦ Representations of ethic based on theories of good and theories of right, and ethical judgement
processes based on awareness and evaluation
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[Conitzer et al, 2017, Duke Univ] – “Moral decision making frameworks for artificial intelligence” In AAAI 2017
◦

Two possible ways towards developing a general ethical decision-making framework for AI based on game theory
and machine learning

◦

The extensive form (a generalization of game trees) as a foundation scheme to represent dilemmas. For machine
learning based ethical decision-making, the key approach is to classify whether a given action under a given
scenario is morally right or wrong

◦

leveraging psychological frameworks of moral foundation (e.g., harm/care, fairness/reciprocity, loyalty, authority
and purity) [Clifford et al., 2015]

[Berreby et al., 2017, Sorbonne Universités] – “A declarative modular framework for representing and applying ethical
principles” In AAMAS
◦

a high level action language for designing ethical agents in an attempt to shift the burden of moral reasoning to the
autonomous agents

◦

Collects action, event and situation information to enable an agent to simulate the outcome of various courses of
actions.

Reinforcement learning (RL) - [Wu and Lin, 2018, National Taiwan University], – “A low-cost ethics shaping approach for
designing reinforcement learning agents” In AAAI
◦ investigated how to enable RL to take ethics into account and proposed the ethics shaping approach to incorporate
ethical values into RL
◦ the majority of observed human behaviours are ethical, the proposed approach learns ethical shaping policies from
available human behaviour data in given application domains
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Decision-making frameworks which help a collective of autonomous entities (including agents and
humans) to select ethical actions together
[Pagallo, 2016, University of Turin Law School] – “Even angels need the rules: AI, roboethics, and the
law” ECAI
◦ the need of primary rules governing social norms and allowing the creation, modification and
suppression of the primary rules with secondary rules as situations evolve
[Singh, 2014; 2015, North Carolina State University] – “Norms as a basis for governing sociotechnical
systems” IJCAI
◦ A framework that uses social norms to govern autonomous entities’ (e.g., AI agents’ or human
beings’) behaviours
◦ The individuals then form a network of trust based on reputation modelling techniques [Yu et al.,
2010; 2013] to achieve collective self-governance through dynamic interactions
[Greene et al., 2016] – “Embedding ethical principles in collective decision support systems” In AAAI
◦ A population of agents can take on different roles when evaluating choices of action with moral
considerations in a given scenario
◦ The need for new forms of preference representation in collective ethical decision-making
[Noothigattu et al., 2018] – “A voting-based system for ethical decision making” In AAA
◦ Proposed a voting-based system for autonomous entities to make collective ethical decisions
◦ Data collected from Moral Machine project - s introduced the concept of swap-dominance when
ranking alternatives to form a model of ethical preferences
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The principles established by the Belmont Report [Bel, 1978]
◦ 1) people’s personal autonomy should not be violated (they should be able to maintain their
free will when interacting with the technology)
◦ 2) benefits brought about by the technology should outweigh risks
◦ 3) the benefits and risks should be distributed fairly among the users (people should not be
discriminated based on their personal backgrounds such as race, gender and religion)
How AI can act ethically when making recommendations to humans and express their ethical
judgements affectively are the current foci of ethical human-AI interaction research.
The challenge of measuring benefits and risks remains open
[Stock et al., 2016] – “Ethical dilemmas for adaptive persuasion systems” In AAAI
◦ Conducted a large-scale study to investigate human perceptions on the ethics of persuasion
by an AI agent
Ethically appropriate emotional responses from agents can enhance human-AI interaction
◦ [Battaglino and Damiano, 2015], “Coping with moral emotions” In AAMAS
 an approach based on the Coping Theory
 The agent assesses the ethical effects of its own actions and other agents’ actions
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•

The machine’s purpose must be to
maximize the realization of human values.
In particular, it has no purpose of its own
and no innate desire to protect itself.

•

The machine must be initially uncertain
about what those human values are. The
machine may learn more about human
values as it goes along, of course, but it
may never achieve complete certainty.

•

The machine must be able to learn about
human values by observing the choices
that we humans make.
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Crowdsourcing self-reported preference vs. Actual choice behaviors
◦ Self-reported preferences have been shown to deviate from actual choice behaviors
◦ Researchers from multiple disciplines need to conduct social systems analysis of AI in order
to understand the impact of AI under different social, cultural and political settings
◦ Transfer learning to be applied in this case to model different ethics due to diversities in
culture and other aspects



How Do We Align Artificial Intelligence with Human Values?
◦ Understanding what “we” want

◦ Humanity do not agree on common values, and even parts we do agree on change with time


Revise our current social contracts -- who is responsible when things go wrong with
regard to AI, and how to monitor and enforce these regulations



Enable AI to explain its decisions under the framework of human ethics



Collaboration between AI researchers and Ethicists
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CACM Sept. 2016



Why?
◦ Learning systems
◦ Becoming highly opaque



Different Kinds of AI
Guardians
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Interrogators
Auditor
Monitor
Enforcer
Ethics bots

Amitai Etzioni: a University Professor of Sociology at The George Washington University
Oren Etzioni: CEO of the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence and a Professor of Computer Science at the University of
Washington
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•
•
•
•
•

Artificial intelligence should be developed for the
common good and benefit of humanity
Artificial intelligence should operate on principles of
intelligibility and fairness
Artificial intelligence should not be used to diminish
the data rights or privacy of individuals, families, or
communities
All citizens should have the right to be educated to
enable them to flourish mentally, emotionally, and
economically alongside artificial intelligence
The autonomous power to hurt, destroy, or deceive
human beings should never be vested in artificial
intelligence
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